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Abstract
To benchmark the current U.S. wind turbine fleet reliability performance and identify the major
contributors to component-level failures and other downtime events, the Department of Energy
funded the development of the Continuous Reliability Enhancement for Wind (CREW) database
by Sandia National Laboratories. This report is the third annual Wind Plant Reliability
Benchmark, to publically report on CREW findings for the wind industry.
The CREW database uses both high resolution Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
(SCADA) data from operating plants and Strategic Power Systems’ ORAPWind® (Operational
Reliability Analysis Program for Wind) data, which consist of downtime and reserve event
records and daily summaries of various time categories for each turbine. Together, these data are
used as inputs into CREW’s reliability modeling.
The results presented here include: the primary CREW Benchmark statistics (operational
availability, utilization, capacity factor, mean time between events, and mean downtime); time
accounting from an availability perspective; time accounting in terms of the combination of wind
speed and generation levels; power curve analysis; and top system and component contributors
to unavailability.
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Executive Summary
To benchmark the current U.S. wind turbine fleet reliability performance and identify the major
contributors to component-level failures and other downtime events, the Department of Energy
(DOE) funded the development of the Continuous Reliability Enhancement for Wind (CREW)
database by Sandia National Laboratories (Sandia). This report is the third annual Wind Plant
Reliability Benchmark, to publically report on CREW findings for the entire wind industry.
The five key CREW metrics are summarized in Table 1. The metrics show improvements in all
categories compared to the 2012 and 2011 Benchmark reports.

Table 1. CREW Fleet Metrics.
2012
2013
Benchmark Benchmark
97.6%
97.0%
Operational Availability
83.0%
82.7%
Utilization
36.1%
36.0%
Capacity Factor
MTBE (Mean Time Between Events)
39 hrs
36 hrs
1.3 hrs
1.6 hrs
Mean Downtime

7

2011
Benchmark
94.8%
78.5%
33.4%
28 hrs
2.5 hrs

A graphic summary of
o how a typ
pical CREW turbine spennds its time is provided iin Figure 1. For
mary system in a turbine, Figure 2 sh
hows the Avverage Numbber of Eventss per Year per
each prim
Turbine and
a the Meaan Downtimee per Event. Note that thhe generic syystem “Windd Turbine
(Other)” dominates th
he frequency
y. This is du
ue to a large number of S
SCADA eveents that do nnot
have adequate detail to be assign
ned to a specific system.

Figurre 1. Availa
ability Time Accountingg.

Figure 2.
2 Event Freequency verrsus Downtiime.
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1.0 Introduction
The “20% Wind Energy by 2030” report1, published in 2008 by a DOE collaborative,
specifically discusses industry risk from lower-than-expected reliability and increasing
operations and maintenance costs. To benchmark the current United Status (U.S.) wind turbine
fleet reliability performance and identify the major contributors to component-level failures and
other downtime events, DOE funded Sandia to develop the CREW database. This national
reliability database of wind plant operating data enables reliability analysis, with the following
six key objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Benchmark reliability performance
Track operating performance at a system-to-component level
Characterize issues and identify technology improvement opportunities
Protect proprietary information
Enable operations and maintenance cost reduction
Increase confidence from the financial sector and policy makers

The goal of this Wind Plant Reliability Benchmark is to publically report on Sandia’s reliability
findings. Previous Benchmarks can be found at http://energy.sandia.gov/crewbenchmark.

1.1. Wind Energy at Sandia National Laboratories
Sandia originated during the Manhattan Project of World War II as a single-purpose
engineering organization for non-nuclear components of nuclear weapons. Today, it is a
multiprogram lab engaged in creating solutions for a broad spectrum of national security issues.
Our history reflects the evolving national security needs of postwar America. It was named
Sandia Laboratory in 1948 and, a year later, Sandia Corporation was established to manage the
lab. Congress made Sandia a Department of Energy national laboratory in 1979, and Sandia
Corporation became a wholly owned subsidiary of Lockheed Martin Corporation in 1993. While
we have a bold heritage, we focus on the future. We bring a tireless intellectual curiosity to our
work and encourage openness to new ideas and perspectives that can help us address the
nation’s most daunting challenges.
Sandia National Laboratories, Perspectives, 20122
CREW is managed by Sandia’s Wind Energy Technologies department, which has roots in the
energy crisis of the mid-1970s. The original focus was on vertical axis wind turbines, but shifted
to wind turbine blades in the early 1990s. With the ever-present goal of increasing the viability
1

U.S. DOE, Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy. “20% Wind Energy by 2030. Increasing Wind Energy’s
Contribution to U.S. Electricity Supply.” DOE/GO-102008-2567. Springfield, VA. Jul 2008. Accessed on Jul 8
2013 from http://www.eere.energy.gov/wind/pdfs/42864.pdf
2
U.S. DOE, Sandia National Laboratories. “Perspectives” (2012 Annual Report). 2012. Accessed on Jul 3 2013
from http://www.sandia.gov/news/publications/annual_report/_assets/documents/perspectives.pdf
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of wind technology,
t
Sandia’s currrent projects use appliedd research too improve w
wind plant
performaance, reliabillity, and costt of energy. Sandia’s areeas of wind expertise incclude blade
design, manufacturin
m
ng, and systeem reliability
y3.

1.2. CREW
C
Data
D
For the CREW
C
project, Sandia paartners with Strategic Poower System
ms (SPS) whoose ORAPW
Wind®
system co
ollects real-ttime data fro
om partner plants.
p
The m
majority of C
CREW data originates frrom
®
ORAPW
Wind and its automated data
d collection, going thhrough an SP
PS transform
mation processs
before beeing loaded into
i
CREW,, as illustrateed in Figure 3.

Fig
gure 3. ORA
APWind® Data
D
Transffer Process to CREW.
The guid
ding principlee for CREW
W data and reporting is thhat data gatheered from inndividual parrtners
is proprieetary and will only be sh
hared when it
i is sufficienntly masked or aggregateed, to protecct
data privacy. For mo
ore information about the data in thee CREW dataabase, please see the “D
Data
Overview
w” in the Ap
ppendix.
Due to a large volum
me of requestts and limited
d funding, S
Sandia cannoot provide cuustomized
aggregateed data outsiide the DOE
E’s Energy Efficiency
E
annd Renewablle Energy (E
EERE) progrram.
For requeests outside EERE, pleasse see SPS’ website
w
at hhttp://orapwinnd.spsinc.coom. Past Sanndia
wind plan
nt reliability
y publication
ns are located
d at http://ennergy.sandia.gov/?page__id=3057#W
WPR.

3

U.S. DOE
E, Sandia Natio
onal Laboratorries. “Wind En
nergy.” Accesssed on Jul 30 22012 from
http://energ
gy.sandia.gov/?page_id=344
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2.0 Wind Plant Reliability Benchmark
2.1. Fleet Representation
CREW currently represents 2.7% of the large, modern turbines in the U.S. wind fleet. This
equates to 2.4% of the megawatts (MW) and 1.9% of the plants. The scope of the CREW
database includes wind turbines that are at or above 1 MW in size, from plants with at least 10
turbines. The operations breadth provided by the data partners has generated a dataset that
provides a useful view of the U.S. fleet’s operational and reliability performance, even though
the current result may not be fully representative.
Since its inception, the CREW database has continued to grow, in terms of new plants, new
technologies, and more information from existing partners. Table 2 summarizes the metadata for
the CREW database, capturing the depth and breadth quantitatively. The current data cover 3
turbine manufacturers, 6 turbine models, and over 327,000 turbine-days.

Table 2. CREW Database Metadata.
10
Plants
800-900
Turbines
1300-1400
Megawatts
3
Manufacturers
6
Turbine Models
327,000
Turbine-Days4
CREW’s ability to represent the U.S. wind fleet’s performance is based on its volume and
variety of operating data. All U.S. wind plant owners, operators, and original equipment
manufacturers (OEMs) are invited to participate. For more information, please contact Jon
White, Sandia CREW Project Lead at (505) 284-5400 or jonwhit@sandia.gov.

4

This metric and all other analyses use only the Information Available time. The only exception is in the discussion
of the Information Available metric.
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2.2. Key Results
The five key CREW metrics are summarized in Table 3. Note that the benchmarks are currently
cumulative, with each including all the valid information gathered as of its preparation for
publication. As with last year’s benchmark, all metrics have improved over the previous year.
Actual performance improvement and improved data quality are the likely contributors to this
improvement.

Table 3. CREW Fleet Metrics.
2012
2013
Benchmark Benchmark
97.6%
97.0%
Operational Availability
83.0%
82.7%
Utilization
36.1%
36.0%
Capacity Factor
MTBE (Mean Time Between Events)
39 hrs
36 hrs
1.3 hrs
1.6 hrs
Mean Downtime

2011
Benchmark
94.8%
78.5%
33.4%
28 hrs
2.5 hrs

2.3. Other Benchmarks
There is reasonably good alignment between other objective sources and the CREW metrics,
though CREW’s Availability and Capacity Factors are generally slightly larger than these other
sources. In 2011, GL Garrad Hassan reported 94% mean Availability, with “newer projects”
achieving 95.5%5. The DOE’s Wind Technologies Market Report provides an average U.S
Capacity Factor of 32.1% for 2006-12, up from 30.3% in 2000-056.
CREW’s value of 97.6% availability is closer to what is reported or guaranteed by the OEMs,
which is generally 97% and higher7, 8, 9, 10. In late 2012, Bloomberg’s Wind Operations and
Maintenance Price Index found average contract availability guarantees of 96.9%11.

5

GL Garrad Hassan. Syme, C. “O&M Trends in 2011.” American Wind Energy Association 2012 Wind Project
Operations, Maintenance, & Reliability Seminar. San Diego, CA. January 2012.
6
US DOE, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. Wiser, R. and Bolinger, M. “2012 Wind Technologies Market
Report.” August 2013. Accessed Aug 7 2013 from http://www1.eere.energy.gov/wind/resources.html
7
GE Energy. “Wind Turbines.” Accessed 7/3/2013 from http://www.ge-energy.com/wind
8
Vestas. “Service.” Accessed Jul 3 2013 from http://www.vestas.com/en/wind-power-plants/operation-andservice/service.aspx#/vestas-univers
9
Suzlon. “Introducing the S9X.” Accessed Jul 3 2013 from
http://www.suzlon.com/products/l3.aspx?l1=2&l2=44&l3=128
10
REpower Systems. “Complete Safety for Your Wind Power Plants.” Accessed Jul 3 2013 from
http://www.repower.de/wind-power-solutions/operation/service/onshore-maintenance/isp/isp/
11
Bloomberg New Energy Finance, “Wind farm operation and maintenance costs plummet.” November 1, 2012.
Access Jun 6 2013 from https://www.bnef.com/PressReleases/view/252
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Also, thee 2013 Bench
hmark valuees are in align
nment with iinformal feeedback the C
CREW team has
received from wind plant
p
operato
ors. By com
mparison, the 2011 Benchhmark was inn closer
alignmen
nt with the th
hird party esttimates, but lower than tthe performaance reportedd by operatoors
and OEM
Ms.

2.4. Availabili
A
ity Time Accountting
An availaability summ
mary is proviided below, in Figure 4. This repressents the various states fo
for a
turbine and how a typ
pical turbinee’s time is alllocated acrooss those stattes. Comparred to the 20012
Benchmaark, the timee spent in eacch downtimee category (S
Scheduled M
Maintenance,, Unscheduleed
Maintenaance and Forrced events) decreased or
o stayed the same, whilee the time foor Reserve evvents
stayed th
he same.

Figurre 4. Availa
ability Time Accountingg.
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2.4..1.

Inforrmation Available
A

Any anallysis of SCA
ADA data neeeds to highliight the com
mmon commuunication annd informatioon
technolog
gy issues thaat can result in missing data.
d
The cuurrent value oof 71.9% Infformation
Availablee time repressents a cumu
ulative valuee since CREW
W’s inceptioon. The monnthly historyy of
the Inform
mation Avaiilable metricc is illustrated in Figure 55.

Figurre 5. Inform
mation Availlable Historry.
The Inforrmation Avaailable historry reflects a varied path toward imprroved data qquality and
12
improved
d ability to assess
a
data quality
q
. Th
he CREW annd SPS teamss continue too work with the
partner plants
p
and ind
dustry to illu
ustrate the im
mpact and adddress the prroblem wherre possible.
Figure 6 illustrates th
he Availabiliity Time Acccounting graaph with the Informationn Unavailablle
category in gray.

Figurre 6. Availa
ability Time Accountingg – All Timee Accounted
d.

12

The meth
hod for calculaating Informatiion Available for
f a plant’s firrst month of CR
REW data wass changed slighhtly, to
only capturre the part of th
he month the plant
p
was actuaally contributinng data. This leead to some chhanges in the
Information Available metric for certain
n months, as co
ompared to thee 2012 Benchm
mark.
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2.5. Wind
W
Speeed and Generatio
G
on Time Accountting
The wind
d speed and generation categories
c
co
ombine to shhow the turbiine state andd part of the
environm
mental state – the wind sp
peed. Tablee 4 lists the tiime spent inn each categoory and Figuure 7
illustrates the resultin
ng Time Acccounting. Th
he colors reppresent levells of generattion (green =
derate, orang
ge = Low, red and blue = None) and the color inttensity
Rated, yeellow = Mod
representts wind speed (darker = higher
h
winds). “Up/Idlee/RunUp” inndicates turbines not
generatin
ng, but not cllearly experiiencing a downtime evennt; they are iin reserve orr preparing tto
generate.. (Note that ten minute SCADA
S
sum
mmaries are used here, w
while basic tiime accountiing
comes fro
om both eveents and ten minute
m
SCA
ADA summarries. Thus, tthe two will not perfectly
match, du
ue to the discrete nature of the ten minute
m
summ
maries.)

Ta
able 4: Time Accountin
ng, Wind Sp
peed and Geeneration.

Fiigure 7. Win
nd Speed an
nd Generatiion Time Acccounting.
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2.6. Power
P
Cu
urve
Exploring the relation
nship between wind speed and geneeration in moore detail, thee CREW datta
was used
d to create an
n air-density--adjusted po
ower curve. Figure 8 shoows the pow
wer curve, baased
on adjustted ten minu
ute average wind
w
speed and
a ten minuute average ppower, with tthe dot size
proportio
onal to the am
mount of tim
me in each co
ombination. To comparee across mulltiple
technolog
gies, the pow
wer is normaalized to reprresent the fraaction of nam
meplate capaacity producced.
As expeccted, the pow
wer curve sho
ows the real-world variaability that iss usually abssent from
theoretical power currves. Note th
hat the diffeerences acrosss technologgies are minim
mal in
comparisson to the vaariability betw
ween actual performanc e and each ttechnology’ss OEM curvee.
This pow
wer curve sho
ows under- and
a over-perrformance. T
The under-pperformance is visible as data
below an
nd to the righ
ht of the main curve (“paaint drips”). Under-perfo
formance maay be causedd by a
variety of factors, inccluding ramp
p up, ramp down,
d
true tuurbine perforrmance issuees, and
nal turbine seetting changees (for exam
mple, to decreease noise orr extend the life of a failling
intention
part). Th
he over-perfo
ormance is visible
v
in thee section of tthe graph aboove the thickk gray line. This
representts time when
n the turbine’s ten-minutte average poower is exceeeding nameplate capacity.
Some sm
mall over-perrformance po
ower values of 1.00-1.022 are expecteed. The pow
wer is above
nameplatte capacity 8%
8 of the tim
me, but it is only
o
above 11.02 times naameplate cappacity 0.54%
% of
the time (47.4 hours per turbine per
p year).

Figure 8.
8 Power Cu
urve.
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2.7. Wind
W
Turrbine Un
navailabillity Conttributorss
Recall th
hat events currently comee only from SCADA, annd not yet froom work ordders or
techniciaan’s logs. Th
hus, the asso
ociated system
m and compponent are baased on the iindicated
symptom
m, not necesssarily the roo
ot cause. Forr example, a blade replaacement is noot captured bby
SCADA as a blade reeplacement; instead, it iss captured ass general Unnscheduled M
Maintenancee and
uld be assign
ned to the “W
Wind Turbinee (Other)” syystem.
thus wou

2.7.1. Systems
S
The systeem-level con
ntributors to unavailabiliity are illustrrated in Figuure 9, ordereed from greattest
impact on
n unavailabiility to least. The “Wind
d Turbine (O
Other)” categgory currentlly accounts ffor
only 60%
% of the dow
wntime, down
n from 72% in the 2011 Benchmark.. Just as in tthe 2012
Benchmaark, the top three
t
system
m-level contriibutors to unnavailability are Rotor/B
Blades, Electrric
Generato
or, and Contrrols. Additio
onally, Roto
or/Blades andd Electric Geenerator havve been the toop
two systeem-level con
ntributors forr all three yeears of this B
Benchmark.

Figure 9.. Unavailability Contriibutors, Systems.
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Unavailaability is driv
ven by two basic
b
aspectss of reliabilitty – the downntime event frequency (hhow
often) an
nd duration (h
how long). The systemss in Figure 1 0 are ordereed by their ovverall
contributtion to unavaailability, bu
ut have their event frequeency and durration brokeen out. Evennt
frequency
y is measureed by the aveerage numbeer of events pper year per turbine, while event
duration is measured
d by the Meaan (average) Downtime pper Event. A
Aside from thhe generic
Wind Turbin
ne (Other),” the Rotor/B
Blades, Gene rator, and Controls systeems have thee
system “W
most freq
quent downtime events, matching the order from
m the 2012 B
Benchmark. There is low
w
variabilitty in mean downtime
d
acrross the systems, with 100 of the 12 ssystems haviing a mean
downtim
me between 0.5 and 1.5 ho
ours, compaared to 8 of thhe systems iin the 2012 B
Benchmark.

Fig
gure 10. Una
availability Contributo
ors, System Event Freq
quency and D
Downtime.
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Table 5 provides
p
the Mean Time Between Ev
vents (MTBE
E) and Averrage Downtim
me (DT) forr
each com
mbination of wind turbine system and
d downtime event type ((Forced, Schheduled
Maintenaance, and Un
nscheduled Maintenance
M
e). If no eveents are attribbuted to a given
combinattion, the info
ormation is left
l blank.

Table
T
5. Win
nd Plant Reeliability Moodel, System
m Detail.

w to use Tab
ble 5, one caan calculate tthe frequenccy for Wind Turbine (Otther)
As an example of how
mbined evennt rate is 0.00373 eventss per
Maintenaance, both Sccheduled and Unschedulled. The com
operating
g hour (= 1/5
516 + 1/558)), or 268 opeerating hourss per event, oon average. In other woords,
a typical turbine geneerates for 11.2 days betw
ween Mainteenance eventts. Using a U
Utilization oof
83%, thiss correspond
ds to every 13.4 days (1.9
9 weeks).

19

2.7.2. Componen
C
nts
The top ten
t componeent contributtors to unavaailability are illustrated iin Figure 11.. Recall thatt
these are component + downtimee event typess that are attrributable to a SCADA eevent. Note tthat
M
” and “Windd Turbine---S
Scheduled M
Maintenance”” are
“Wind Turbine---Unscheduled Maintenance”
m commo
on types listeed, making up
u 56.4% of uunavailabilitty. This means that the
the two most
majority of downtime occurs when the turbin
ne itself is thhe most speccific componnent that can be
identified
d as the symptom or cau
use based on SCADA datta. This list is very conssistent with tthe
2012 Ben
nchmark, wiith 8 of the to
op 10 items on both listss. The two nnew items arre “Controls--Controlleers--Pitch Co
ontroller---F
Forced” and “Rotor/Blad
“
des--Pumps---Compressorrs--Motor th
th
Pitch---F
Forced” whicch moved fro
om 12 and 11 place, reespectively. The two iteems that dropped
out of thee top ten werre “Balance Of Plant--N
Non-Componnent Chargeaable Event--E
External
Circumsttances--Grid
d Instability----Forced” an
nd “Braking System---Foorced” whicch moved intto
th
th
12 and 13 place, reespectively.

ailability Co
ontributors,, Top 10 Coomponent + Downtime Event Typees.
Figurre 11. Unava
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3.0 Observations
Analysis Results Are Stabilizing
While the amount of data included in the 2013 Benchmark is approximately double that of the
2012 Benchmark, the overall results are very similar. This implies that the results may be
stabilizing around the true fleet values. Comparing 2012 and 2013, the Operational Availability,
Utilization, and Capacity Factor each increased, but by less than 1%. The MTBE and Mean
Downtime changed by 8.3% and 18.8%, respectively, implying that these metrics may still be in
flux.
In addition to similarities in overall metrics, the 2013 top contributors for both systems and
components are almost identical from the 2012 lists. Besides “Wind Turbine (Other),” the top
three system-level contributors to unavailability were Rotor/Blades, Electric Generator, and
Controls for both the 2012 and 2013 benchmarks. For components, 8 of the top 10 were
identical, and the two that moved out of the top 10 are still in the top 13.
The stabilization of results, combined with continued alignment with industry sources,
demonstrates CREW’s ability to describe the industry’s overall performance and provides a
foundation for showing representation.
Electronic Work Orders
The gearbox is notably absent from the top three system-level contributors to unavailability.
This may be due to a lack of insight into major maintenance, as SCADA data alone makes it very
difficult to obtain detail about such repairs. To understand a complete reliability picture, it is
critical to capture data from high quality electronic work orders and computerized maintenance
management systems, to enable root cause insight at the component level. Sandia’s reliability
efforts continue to include providing the wind industry with information and tools to increase
and improve the use of electronic work orders.
Event Frequency
From the CREW reliability data, an average turbine will actively generate power for 1.6 days
between downtime events, with additional breaks for reserve events. The average downtime
event lasts 1.3 hours. Focusing on only Scheduled and Unscheduled Maintenance events, these
occur every 1.9 weeks. Because the events are based on SCADA data, there are many short
duration and nearly back-to-back events. Counting only Maintenance events that last at least 1.5
hours and are at least 4 hours apart, these events occur an average of every 3.8 weeks.
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Appendix A: Methodology and Calculations
Data and Analysis Changes
Since the first Wind Plant Reliability Benchmark report was published in the fall of 2011, there
have been some small and some more significant changes to the input data and analysis
processes used. Those more significant changes are summarized here. The year listed is for the
first Benchmark with the given change.
•

•

Reclassified Reserve Events (2012): Upon learning more about the turbine
manufacturers’ fault codes and braking procedures, many of the reserve events previously
categorized as “Reserve Shutdown – Wind” were re-categorized as “Reserve Shutdown –
Other.”
Modified Definition of Operational Availability (2012): Due to the re-classification of
reserve events, a huge number of very short “Reserve Shutdown – Other” events were
created. To ensure the impact of downtime events was appropriately modeled and
illustrated, the definition of Operational Availability was updated. Now, Operational
Availability considers all reserve events as “Available.” (Before only “Reserve
Shutdown – Wind” events were considered “Available.”)

Planned Changes
•

•

Alignment with IEC 61400-26-1 (2014 – expected): Currently, the CREW Benchmark
uses SPS’ implementation of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)
762 standard for categorizing event types. Now that the International Electrotechnical
Commission (IEC) 61400-26-1 standard, “Time-based availability for wind turbine
generating systems,” has been published, SPS and CREW are implementing it for
categorizing event types. When complete, this implementation will result in new
Availability time categories and results.
Grouping Back-to-Back Events (2014 – expected): Currently, back-to-back events are
counted separately. This contributes to smaller mean time between events (larger event
frequencies) and smaller event durations. As part of a transformation logic upgrade, SPS
will group back-to-back events with the same event type.

Data Overview
For the CREW project, Sandia partners with SPS whose ORAPWind® system collects real-time
data from partner plants. Currently, the vast majority of CREW data originates from
ORAPWind® and its automated data collection, going through an SPS transformation process
before being loaded into CREW. SPS algorithms both gather the raw plant SCADA data and
also transform it into ORAPWind® “time, capacity, and events.” As Error! Reference source
not found. illustrates, Sandia uses both the raw SCADA data and transformed events data from
ORAPWind®.
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component from SPS’ Equipment Breakdown Structure (EBS) (e.g., Rotor Blade or Stator Electric Generator). Table 6 shows some key data fields for two hypothetical ORAPWind®
events.
Turbine ID
123
123

Table 6. Example of ORAPWind® Events.
Event ID Event Type
Begin Date End Date
5688
Forced Outage 1/3/13 15:16 1/4/13 11:34
Automatic Trip
5678
Reserve
1/1/13 01:23 1/1/13 04:56
Shutdown

EBS Component
Pitch Controller
Yaw Cable Twist
Counter

ORAPWind® Operational Records: ORAPWind® also summarizes the SCADA data by
reporting the amount of time each turbine spends in various states. For each 24 hour day, the
total time in each state is calculated, including the time with Information Unavailable.

Data Quality and Completeness
Information Unavailable time is treated as neither up-time nor downtime. The CREW team feels
strongly that making assumptions about this time can produce misleading results. The amount of
Information Unavailable time is reported, and then treated as if it never existed. As a simple
example, if 20 hours of data were missing in a 168 hour week, then the analysis is performed as
if the turbines were monitored for 148 hours.
There are two situations that result in Information Unavailable time for CREW calculations. The
first is time when the data are simply missing. The second is time when the data are recorded,
but are known to be bad. The most common cause of known bad data is an overloaded server at
the wind plant, which slows down or stops data updates to accommodate its load. When no new
wind speed information is reported for an entire 10 minute period, CREW considers the data to
be “static” and that time is categorized as Information Unavailable.

CREW Reliability Model
The CREW team creates individual plant reliability models, by summarizing the ORAPWind®
downtime events using the EBS components and general event types. The event duration and
frequency are modeled for each component + event type. For downtime events, Sandia’s ProOpta reliability analysis tool suite is used to create a fault-tree-based reliability model from the
ORAPWind® downtime events. Pro-Opta summarizes the individual downtime events into a
fault tree model of a single, representative turbine. Then, a combination of its calculation
algorithms and a simulation are used to create a downtime distribution and frequency distribution
for each component + downtime event type. The means (averages) of these distributions are
used in the Benchmark and associated reporting.
Due to their substantially larger volume of events, reserve events are processed separately from
downtime events. A deterministic equation, based on the total operating time and the total
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number of events for each component + event type, is used to calculate the mean event frequency
for reserve events. As shown in Equation 1, this value can be calculated for each component +
reserve event type, for a single, representative turbine at the plant. Similarly, Equation 2 shows
how the mean downtime is calculated from the event durations and total number of events.

Equation 1. Event Frequency, Plant Model, Reserve Events.
∑
=
,
∑

Equation 2. Mean Downtime, Plant Model, Reserve Events.
∑
.
=
,
.
∑
.

Based upon preliminary data analysis, it is assumed that the failure rates (event frequencies) are
constant values that need to be estimated. Thus, exponential time-to-failure distributions are
used. During a component’s useful life (after any initial burn-in and before wear out), these
assumptions have been proven to be realistic for many components, and they greatly simplify
calculations13.
Individual plant models, consisting of an event frequency and mean downtime for each
component + event type, are aggregated into the CREW Reliability Model. It is important that
there is sufficient data, both breadth and duration, to aggregate without violating anonymity. At
this point, downtime events and reserve events are both included and treated the same. The
aggregation takes a weighted average, across plants, of the event frequency and downtime values
for each component + event type. The weight used is the number of turbine-days of Information
Available time for that plant. Compared to a simple average, this weighting scheme places more
importance on plants with a larger number of turbines, a longer data history, or both. Equation 3
shows how the weighting creates the CREW model’s event frequency for each component +
event type. Because mean downtimes cannot be considered additive, the downtimes must be
weighted by both their event frequency and the turbine-days, before a weighted average can be
found14. The CREW mean downtime calculation is shown in Equation 4.

13

Rausand, M. and Høyland, A. “System Reliability Theory. Models, Statistical Methods, and Applications.” 2nd
Ed. John Wiley & Sons. Hoboken, New Jersey. 2004.
14
As an example, consider a plant with 1 event lasting 99 hours and 99 events of a different event type that last 1
hour each. The simple average of downtimes by event type would lead to a mean downtime of 50 hours, but this is
not how long a “typical” event lasts, because almost all the events are only 1 hour. Weighting by event frequency
gives a mean downtime of approximately 2 hours, which is more representative.
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Equation 3. Event Frequency, CREW Model.
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Equation 4. Mean Downtime, CREW Model.
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Once the plant models are aggregated, the CREW Reliability Model consists of a mean
downtime and event frequency for each component + event type. Because the turbine is viewed
as a series system and the constant failure rate assumption is applied, the turbine’s overall event
frequency can be treated as additive (the event frequencies can simply be summed to calculate
the overall turbine event frequency). Equation 5 illustrates how the individual event frequencies
for the component + event types are added together to create the CREW turbine-level event
frequency. Taking the downtimes for the individual component + event type, and then weighting
them by their event frequency, allows for a mean downtime to be calculated for a single,
representative turbine, as shown in Equation 6. (Recall that mean downtimes are not additive
and cannot simply be summed or averaged, but instead have to be weighted by their event
frequencies.) Additionally, the Mean Time Between Events is calculated as the inverse of event
frequency, as shown in Equation 7. Similar methods can be followed to summarize component +
event type values to other rollup levels, such as system or event type.

Equation 5. Single Turbine, Overall Event Frequency.
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Equation 6. Single Turbine, Overall Mean Downtime.
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Equation 7. Single Turbine, Overall Mean Time Between Events.
1
=
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Basic Time Accounting
In addition to the reliability models, time accounting results are also calculated. The time
accounting categories are:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Generating: time when turbine is creating power and not experiencing an event
Reserve Shutdown – Wind: time when the turbine is NOT experiencing another event
and the wind conditions are not appropriate for generation
Reserve Shutdown – Other: time when the turbine is experiencing a reserve event other
than “Reserve Shutdown – Wind” (e.g., run-up before generation; cable unwind;
curtailment)
Scheduled Maintenance: time during a planned maintenance downtime event, scheduled
well in advance, which puts the turbine in a down state (ex: annual maintenance)
Unscheduled Maintenance: time during a repair downtime event which cannot be
deferred for any significant length of time (e.g., troubleshooting; major repair)
Forced (Outage or Unavailability): time during an unplanned downtime event indicating
a fault or failure (e.g., automatic trip; manual stop by operator)
Information Unavailable: time when the SCADA data is missing or unusable

The total time in each category is found by summing the durations for the appropriate type of
downtime or reserve events. The Generating time is calculated by summing all of the ten minute
periods where the mode of the turbine state indicates it is connected to the grid and making
power. This simple method naturally provides greater impact from plants that have a larger
number of turbines, a longer data history, or both. Lastly, the Information Unavailable time can
be calculated by finding the total number of hours in the data timeframe (time period over which
data was collected and analyzed), and subtracting all the time in the other categories. If all data
was fully and correctly captured, there would be no Information Unavailable time.
Operational Availability is defined as the percent of Information Available time that the turbines
are not experiencing any downtime events. This is equivalent to calculating the percent of
Information Available time that the turbines are either generating or in reserve, as shown in
Equation 8. Similarly, Utilization is defined as the percent of Information Available time that
the turbines are generating, as shown in Equation 9. The various time categories can be used to
calculate other availability metrics for comparison to one’s own key performance indicators.
Equation 8. Operational Availability.
=

+

ℎ

+
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ℎ

ℎ

Equation 9. Utilization.
=

Wind Speed and Generation Time Accounting
The CREW Benchmark also includes time accounting focused on Wind Speed and Generation,
as defined by the categories in Table 7 and Table 8. Cut In and Cut Out wind speeds are the
minimum and maximum wind speeds at which a turbine can generate power and the Rated wind
speed is the speed at which nameplate capacity is first generated. The Cut In wind speed is
somewhat theoretical, as the turbines sometimes generate power at lower speeds and sometimes
do not generate power above the Cut In speed. Likewise, the Rated and Cut Out wind speed may
be somewhat flexible, depending on the turbine controller and ambient conditions.

Table 7. Wind Speed Categories.
Wind Speed Category
Definition
None or Below Cut In
≤ Cut In
m/s
Moderate
Cut In – 11 m/s
Rated
11 – Cut Out m/s
Above Cut Out
> Cut Out
m/s
Unknown
Missing, Blank, or > 100 m/s
Table 8. Power Generation Categories.
Generation Category
Definition
None
≤ 0% of Nameplate Capacity
Low
0 – 10% of Nameplate Capacity
Moderate
10 – 90% of Nameplate Capacity
Rated
90 – 100% of Nameplate Capacity
Over-Rated
100 – 200% of Nameplate Capacity
Unknown
Missing, Blank, or > 200% Nameplate
When Generation is None, a distinction is drawn between turbines in a “Down” state versus
turbines in an “Up/Idle/RunUp” state. A Down state applies to turbines that are experiencing a
downtime event. An Up/Idle/RunUp state applies to turbines that are not generating and not
experiencing a downtime event (they are presumably in a state of reserve). The metrics for Wind
Speed and Generation Time Accounting are created by first taking each combination of wind
speed category, generation category, and (if applicable) Down or Up status. This categorization
is done for each ten minute period, for each turbine. The ten minute average power, average
wind speed, and most common operating state (statistical mode) are used for the assignment.
Then, the total amount of time (in ten minute increments) the turbines spend in each combination
category is summed to create the values that are reported.
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Power Curve
To create power curves, the CREW team follows the guidance of the International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) standard 61400-12, “Wind turbine generator systems – Part
12: Wind turbine power performance testing”.15 To calculate the air-density-adjusted wind
speed for a given ten minute period, the CREW team uses the following steps.
For each plant, for each ten minute period:
1. Calculate the average air temperature [K], by averaging all high resolution SCADA air
temperature observations from each met tower. (If a site utilizes multiple met towers,
then the met tower with the best overall data is chosen.)
2. Calculate the average air pressure [Pa] by averaging all the high resolution SCADA air
pressure observations from the met tower.
3. Use Equation 10 to calculate the derived air density [kg/m3] using the average air
temperature, average air pressure, and the gas constant R [measured in J/(kg*K)].
Equation 10. Derived Air Density.
=(
)/( ∗

)

For each turbine, for each ten minute period:
4. Calculate the average wind speed [m/s] by averaging the high resolution SCADA wind
speed observations from the turbine.16
5. Use Equation 11 to calculate the adjusted average wind speed, using a reference air
density [1.225 kg/m3], the derived air density based on the met tower data, and the
turbine’s average wind speed.

Equation 11. Adjusted Wind Speed.
=

/

∗

6. Round the adjusted wind speed down to the nearest 0.25 m/s.
7. Calculate the average power [kW] by averaging all the high resolution SCADA power
observations from the turbine.
8. Use Equation 12 to calculate the normalized power, using the average power and the
nameplate capacity. Then, round this value down to the nearest 0.01 (1%).

15

International Electrotechnical Commission. “Wind turbine generator systems – Part 12: Wind turbine power
performance testing.” IEC 61400-12. Geneva, Switzerland. 1998.
16
The wind speeds recorded at the turbine and at the met tower frequently differ by a few meters per second.
Having explored power curves based on the met tower wind speed and the turbine’s wind speed, the CREW team
has found the wind turbine’s recorded speed better aligns with power output, and therefore is a better signal to use.
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Equation 12. Adjusted Wind Speed.
=

Lastly:
9. For each unique combination of rounded adjusted wind speed and rounded normalized
power, count the number of ten minute periods observed with these values.
In the power curve graph, the point size plotted is proportional to the count of rounded
observations. Only positive values for rounded adjusted wind speed and rounded normalized
power are used in the graph.

Other Calculations
Many other calculations are possible from the information calculated above and from other data
in the CREW database. For example, Annual Average Event Rate can be calculated, which is
simply another way of looking at event frequency. The Average Number of Events per Year is
the expected number of downtime events per turbine per calendar year, and it can be calculated
using Equation 13. There are approximately 8760 hours per calendar year, thus multiplying
Utilization by 8760 results in the number of generating hours per year. Multiplying the number
of generating hours per year by the number of events per generating hour (also known as the
Event Frequency) results in the number of events per year.
Equation 13. Average Number of Events per Year, per Turbine.
,
=
∗ 8760 ∗
The Capacity Factor calculation is different from many of the others defined so far, as it is not
based upon categorizing time. The Capacity Factor is defined as the percent of nameplate
capacity that the turbines generated, over some data timeframe of interest. Another way of
calculating Capacity Factor is averaging the instantaneous power, over some data timeframe of
interest, and then dividing this by the nameplate instantaneous power. Equation 14 uses this
second approach. Note that it only covers Information Available time (i.e., time when the power
output is actually known and not pre-determined to be bad data).

Equation 14. Capacity Factor.
(
=
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Appendix B: Terminology and Definitions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Availability: see “Operational Availability”
Capacity Factor: the percent of total nameplate capacity that was actually generated,
factoring in only time when the generation is known
Component: lowest level of the Equipment Breakdown Structure
CREW: Continuous Reliability Enhancement for Wind
Cut In (wind speed): theoretically, the minimum wind speed at which a turbine can generate
power
Cut Out (wind speed): theoretically, the maximum wind speed at which a turbine can
generate power
Data Timeframe: time period over which data was collected and analyzed
DOE: Department of Energy
Downtime Event: SCADA fault state that stops the turbine and takes it out of service (both
automatic & manual stops), including technician work when the turbine is stopped
DT: Average Downtime
EBS: (Equipment Breakdown Structure); logical hierarchy of components for a wind turbine
EERE: Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy
Event: SCADA state that either stops the turbine, takes it out of service, or indicates that it is
not generating; an event is either a downtime event or a reserve event
Event Frequency: the expected number of events per generating hour; unless otherwise
specified, the CREW values only include downtime events
Forced (Outage or Unavailability): time during an unplanned downtime event indicating a
fault or failure (e.g., automatic trip; manual stop by operator)
Generating: turbine is creating power and is not experiencing a downtime or reserve event
IEEE: Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
IEC: International Electrotechnical Commission
Information Available: time when the SCADA data has been fully transferred into CREW
and is also usable for analysis
Information Unavailable: time when the SCADA data is missing or unusable
Mean Downtime: the average duration of an event, in hours; unless otherwise specified, the
CREW values only include downtime events
MTBE: (Mean Time Between Events); average number of generating hours between events;
unless otherwise specified, the CREW values only include downtime events
MW: Megawatt
Nameplate Capacity: nominal full-load rating of a wind turbine (e.g., a “1.0” turbine should
generate 1.0 MW of power during rated wind)
OEM: Original Equipment Manufacturer
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Operational Availability: the percent of known time that turbines are NOT down for
downtime events (i.e., turbines are either generating or in a state of reserve)
ORAPWind®: Operational Reliability Analysis Program for Wind
Rated Wind Speed: theoretically, the wind speed at which nameplate capacity is first
generated
Reserve Event: SCADA turbine state that indicates the turbine is not generating, though it is
available and does not have any equipment problems.
Reserve Shutdown – Other: time when the turbine is experiencing a reserve event other
than “Reserve Shutdown – Wind” events (e.g., run-up before generation; cable unwind;
curtailment).
Reserve Shutdown – Wind: time when the turbine is NOT experiencing another event and
the wind conditions are not appropriate for generation
Sandia: Sandia National Laboratories
SCADA: Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
Scheduled Maintenance: time during a planned maintenance downtime event, scheduled
well in advance, which puts the turbine in a down state (ex: annual maintenance)
SPS: Strategic Power Systems, Inc.
System: top-level component grouping in the Equipment Breakdown Structure (e.g.,
Rotor/Blades)
Turbine-Days: a unit of data volume found by multiplying the number of turbines
represented by the number of days in the data timeframe
o For example, consider a database with a 50-turbine plant and a 100-turbine plant,
each which has a data timeframe of 30 days:
This database would have (50*30) + (100*30) = 4,500 turbine-days of data
Unavailability: 1 – Availability; the percent of known time that turbines are experiencing
downtime events
Unscheduled Maintenance: time during a repair downtime event which cannot be deferred
for any significant length of time (e.g., troubleshooting, major repair)
U.S.: United States
Utilization: the percent of known time that turbines are generating; sometimes referred to as
“Generating Factor”
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